
To make wallet as pictured above…

You will need the following paper
supplies…

8½” x 6” So Saffron CS (scored at 4” & 8”)
7⅜” x 6” So Saffron CS (scored at 2½”, 2-
15/16th” and 6 -15/16th” )
3 - 6½” x 3½” Chocolate Chip CS ( scored at
5½”)
1¼” x 11” Chocolate Chip CS (score at 2¾”,
3¼”, 7⅜” and 7⅞”)
3 - 3¼” x 5¼” Vanilla paper or CS
3 - 1¼” x 3½” DS Spring Showers paper (1 of
each pattern )
3 - 4⅝” x 9¾” DS Spring Showers paper ( 1 of
each pattern )
2¼” x 8” Very Vanilla CS
3 – 5” x 3¼” Mellow Moss CS
2½” x 2½” Mellow Moss CS

You will also need…

Glue dots
Narrow Organdy Ribbon
Brads
Close To Cocoa Classic Ink
So Saffron Classic Ink
Mellow Moss Classic Ink

Tools you will need…

Paper trimmer with Scoring blade
1/16 th hole punch
Bone Folder
SU triple flower punch (matches Looks like Spring stamp
set)
Corner Rounder
Horizontal Slot punch
Double sided adhesive
Looks Like Spring stamp set – SU

Attach large So Saffron piece on short edge so
narrow scored part overlap with double sided
tape or other choice adhesive.

Round Corners on smallest flap. This is your wallet base.



Adhere the three Chocolate Chip scored
pieces, with 1” flap alternating left to right, in
each of three inner large sections of wallet
base centering in each section with double
sided tape or choice of adhesive.

Using the three large piece of the DS paper, make three
library pockets with the width to match 3½”. I made my
own pattern but I am not sure if it will size right if I add it
to the tutorial. I will add it at the end in case it does work.
I also adhered side flaps to inside of pocket instead of
back because both sides of pocket will be seen.

Adhere the three pockets to each of the three
1” flaps inside the wallet, alternating sides and
having the open side to the inside of the
wallet.



Round corners and stamp floral image along both front
and back bottom edges of pocket inserts. Punch a
horizontal slit in the center top end of the tag and tie a
piece of organdy ribbon in the slot.



Attach Narrow organdy ribbon to the
horizontal slot with a simple knot.

Stamp four large daisy images on Very Vanilla cardstock
and cut out. Then Punch out four small floral images for
flower center. Attach small and large flowers in center
with a brad. Three get attached, with glue dots, to inside
of pockets and the last goes on buckle to hold wallet
closed.



Now we will add a place for journaling. Take
the 1” pieces of DS paper and tear along one
long edge of each piece and attach to the
Mellow Moss cardstock with adhesive.
Alternating sides but matching patterned paper
with library pocket of same color.

With Journaling stamp or ruler and marker, stamp lines
for journaling in center of Mellow Moss cardstock.

Now we will make the belly band for keeping
the wallet closed. Fold narrow Chocolate chip
cardstock on score lines. Place over closed
wallet and secure with adhesive making sure
not to have band to tight or it will be hard to
get on and off the wallet.

Now you are ready to attach the final piece of the belly
band – the buckle. * This was completed at the cut out
flower stage and can now be adhered to the belly band.

Now you have a completed wallet ready for your precious photos and memories. Enjoy!
This is quite a nice size wallet and will hold lots and lots of picture.


